Improvement plan for Lobethal Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Lobethal Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement
Lobethal PS welcomes, accepts and includes all students with
diverse interests and learning needs. We foster students to think
critically and creatively, respect and care for others and to take
interest in learning about and responding to problems that are
meaningful to themselves and their community, Students are
supported and challenged by committed and professional educators
to work collaboratively and resourcefully to find solutions. Students
are encouraged to be independent, confident, to persist and be
willing to give and receive feedback in order to be the best they can
be. Staff encourage students to be respectful of themselves and
each other in the learning choices they make and facilitate caring
relationships across the school.
Parents and the wider community are active partners in supporting
and enriching our programs within and beyond the school.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals

Targets

2019 YR 3 Achievement in higher bands (11/ 30)
Extend and deepen student
performance in mathematics,
particularly developing number 2020 YR 3 Achievement in higher bands (8 / 22)
sense in Years R to 3 so they
reach higher bands in
NAPLAN Numeracy in Year 3. 2021 YR 3 Achievement in higher bands (12/ 31)

Retain students' reading
achievement in high bands
from Year 3- 5 and Year 5-7

2019 NAPLAN Reading Retention of higher bands -Years 3-5 (12 /20 )
Reading Retention of higher bands Years 5-7 (6 / 20)
2020 NAPLAN Reading Retention of higher bands -Years 3-5 ( 11 / 17)
Reading Retention of higher bands Years 5-7 ( 4/19)

2021 NAPLAN Reading Retention of higher bands -Years 3-5 ( x / x)
ReadingRetention of higher bands Years 5-7 (x/ x )

Increase student achievement
in reading in Foundation to
Year 2.

2019 SEA Running Records Year 1 (29 / 31)
SEA Running Records Year 2 (20 / 22)
2020 SEA Running Records Year 1 (21 / 22)
SEA Running Records Year 2 (31 / 31)

Challenge of practice
Achievement trends in Years 3 & 7 show upward trend.
The % of students in HB and retained in HB is a challenge
If teachers have a consistent approach to teaching number
sense and mathematical thinking in small steps by
collaboratively planning and regular formative assessment,
student achievement in higher bands will increase.
Data indicates this is the area of challenge.
If teachers provide a balanced reading program consisting of
modelled (explicit teaching), guided, shared and independent
reading, with a focus on vocabulary development and reading
comprehension strategies (inference, summarising and making
connections), student achievement in reading will increase.

R-3 teachers to use consistent and shared strategies
for the teaching of phonics as part of an explicit reading
program, student reading achievement will increase.

2021 SEA Running Records Year 1 (x / x)
SEA Running Records Year 2 (x / x)
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Improvement plan for Lobethal Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Extend and deepen student
performance in mathematics,
particularly developing number sense in
Years R to 3 so they reach higher bands
in NAPLAN Numeracy in Year 3.

Retain students' reading achievement in
high bands from Year 3- 5 and Year 5-7

Increase student achievement in
reading in Foundation to Year 2.

2019

2019 YR 3 Achievement in higher bands (11/ 30)

2020

2020 YR 3 Achievement in higher bands (8 / 22)

2021

2021 YR 3 Achievement in higher bands (12/ 31)

2019

2019 NAPLAN Reading Retention of higher bands -Years 3-5 (12 /20 )
Reading Retention of higher bands Years 5-7 (6 / 20)

2020

2020 NAPLAN Reading Retention of higher bands -Years 3-5 ( 11 / 17)
Reading Retention of higher bands Years 5-7 ( 4/19)

2021

2021 NAPLAN Reading Retention of higher bands -Years 3-5 ( x / x)
ReadingRetention of higher bands Years 5-7 (x/ x )

2019

2019 SEA Running Records Year 1 (29 / 31)
SEA Running Records Year 2 (20 / 22)

2020

2020 SEA Running Records Year 1 (21 / 22)
SEA Running Records Year 2 (31 / 31)

2021

2021 SEA Running Records Year 1 (x / x)
SEA Running Records Year 2 (x / x)
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

Achievement trends in Years 3 & 7 show upward trend.
The % of students in HB and retained in HB is a challenge
If teachers have a consistent approach to teaching number sense and mathematical thinking in small steps by collaboratively planning and regular formative
assessment, student achievement in higher bands will increase.

Goal 2

Data indicates this is the area of challenge.
If teachers provide a balanced reading program consisting of modelled (explicit teaching), guided, shared and independent reading, with a focus on vocabulary
development and reading comprehension strategies (inference, summarising and making connections), student achievement in reading will increase.

Goal 3

R-3 teachers to use consistent and shared strategies for the teaching of phonics as part of an explicit reading program, student
reading achievement will increase.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1

Extend and deepen student performance in mathematics, particularly developing number sense in Years R to 3 so
they reach higher bands in NAPLAN Numeracy in Year 3.

Challenge of practice

Achievement trends in Years 3 & 7 show upward trend.
The % of students in HB and retained in HB is a challenge
If teachers have a consistent approach to teaching number sense and mathematical thinking in small steps by collaboratively
planning and regular formative assessment, student achievement in higher bands will increase.

Actions

Develop teachers' content
knowledge of the Big Ideas of
Number.

Timeline

FebruaryApril
2019

Roles and responsibilities
Toni + Kathy to conduct an audit to determine teacher's initial
understanding of the big ideas to develop number sense.
All R-3 teachers to complete the audit.
Toni to lead 2 staff meetings focussed on Big Ideas in Number sequence of
learning in Term 1.

Resources

'Stretch' Guidebook pages 11-13 + pages 24-30
Victorian resource 'Victorian Numeracy
Progressions'

Toni or Lead teacher - planning with R-3 teachers twice a term

Use observation and coaching
techniques to facilitate feedback
about teaching and learning in
mathematics

R-3 teachers to plan from term
overviews with a focus on key Big
Ideas appropriate to individual
student needs.

MayNovember
2019

FebruaryAugust
2019

R-3 teachers to work in pairs R-3 teachers with a
'critical friend' to share planning and reflect on practice
The focus will be on reflection in Maths lessons and
incorporating all Proficiency Strands in planning.
Teachers to negotiate and determine focus of feedback
and key questions.

Texts 'Productive Maths discussions'
Di Siemon- 'Teaching Developmentally'
Van de Walle 'Teaching student-centered Mathematics:
Developmentally appropriate instruction for grades 6-8'

Toni to arrange for suitable mentor (Kathy Palmer, Every Child Counts
consultants)
Kathy to support R-3 teachers to develop term overviews that focus on
number and how number applies to other aspects of content strands.

Planning templates to guide work

Teachers to use an age-appropriate developmental sequence to guide
teaching and learning.
Kathy and teachers to develop a Scope and Sequence of Maths learning
R-7.

Preview other suitable resources at PLC meetings

TRT release teachers in pairs 2 1/2 days per
term/3 terms= 6 days $3240
Mentor cost $1000 @ day $ 4000
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Establish a common Instructional
Model, which includes warm up,
introduction, student activity and
reflection lasting at least 60
minutes per day.

Plan actions for improvement

Extend and deepen student performance in mathematics, particularly developing number sense in Years R to 3 so
they reach higher bands in NAPLAN Numeracy in Year 3.

Timeline

March
2019

Roles and responsibilities
R-7 teachers
Sonia & Simon D to lead learning "What makes an effective Maths lesson?"
at staff meeting.
Kathy to model lessons for staff that focus on all elements of the
Instructional Model.

R-3 teachers meet in PLC to preview
assessments with Kathy & Toni.
Lead teacher to share resources from
Partnership Maths PLC

MarchSeptember
2019

At least once a term, provide time for teachers in staff
meeting to share 3 student workbooks with a colleague.
Toni to lead discussions
" What was the learning intention?"
What did you notice about each learner and their response
to the task?"
"What vocabulary did students use?

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Mathematics agreement
Shared planning and units of work

Teachers to use NIT lessons to observe Sonia or Simon or Toni teach and
run reflection session.

Evaluate and implement diagnostic Marchand formative assessments in
September
mathematics in YR -3
2019

Focus on sharing student
bookwork and auditing for
appropriate vocabulary and task
selection.

Resources

Explore- Di Siemon's 'Maths for Learning
Inclusion- Tasks to move students on'
EY PAT Foundation & Year 1
Role M Maths ( February + November)

National Numeracy progressions
Developmental sequence from Kathy Palmer

$8000

Student mathematics work demonstrates they are enabled to respond to mathematics problems using different
representations.
Students are able to communicate their ideas clearly, sharing and comparing reasoning and problem solving strategies
Students use effective strategies and vocabulary to reflect on their work.
R-3 students receive a minimum of 300 minutes of Maths per week
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Retain students' reading achievement in high bands from Year 3- 5 and Year 5-7

Challenge of practice

Data indicates this is the area of challenge.
If teachers provide a balanced reading program consisting of modelled (explicit teaching), guided, shared and
independent reading, with a focus on vocabulary development and reading comprehension strategies (inference,
summarising and making connections), student achievement in reading will increase.

Actions

Timeline

Develop teachers' understanding of
higher order reading skills-synthesis of
ideas, interpreting implicit information
from fiction and non-fiction texts and
strategies for the teaching and
monitoring of students' progress.

Terms 1-4
2019
PLC mtgs
3 x term

Sustain Guided Reading & Oral
language PLCs with a common focus
on developing our capacity to extend
students’ vocabulary across the
curriculum.

Terms 1-4
2019
PLC mtgs
3 x term

Roles and responsibilities
Literacy Coach , Beck to work with targeted groups of
students + teachers Yrs 2-5
Working collaboratively with teachers in classrooms.
Teachers to team teach with the Coach .
Beck to observe and provide feedback to teachers
focusing on how reading comprehension strategies are
evolving and effective practice.

Resources
Sheena Cameron "Reading Comprehension' Book 7 copies
$ 400
Your reading comprehension toolkit
Mini-clips of reading comprehension
Literacy Coach + 0.2 backfill $ 25 000
Pg. 13 and 14 Literacy Stretch Guidebook
PD + resources $1500

Teachers use classroom observation to
Literacy Guidebook Stretch pages 6-8
provide feedback on how oral language
strategies are developing in classes.
CLPE resource- Teaching Sequences
Teachers to share short clips on Ipads with a Aiden Chambers 'Tell Me'
critical friend in PLC sessions.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Retain students' reading achievement in high bands from Year 3- 5 and Year 5-7

Timeline

May-July
2019

Roles and responsibilities
PLC members to work together to select texts that
provide students opportunities to read a wide
range of texts and increase range of vocabulary
used and understood.

Develop teacher expertise to
Marchdevelop strategies to 'check in and September
act' using reading conferences
2019
and formative assessment.

TV Partnership to provide training regarding formative
assessment in reading.

A record of common reading
practices R-7 is developed and
agreed on between Lobethal staff.

Literacy Coach to develop agreement with
teachers once they have a deep
understanding of fundamentals of an explict
reading program and effective strategies.
To be reviewed regularly.

start by July
2019
Review
twice a year.

Literacy Coach to attend Partnership English PLC x 4 times.
Teachers Years 3-7 released to attend training half day.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources
Update collection of print & electronic resources for
middle-upper primary $ 2000
NAPLAN previous papers, Literacy Pro short
reads.
'Reading Australia' membership for variety of
genres

4 relief teachers to release teachers to attend
half day training. $1080

National Literacy progressions,
ACARA

$5000

Students will be able to infer and 'read beyond the text' with increasing confidence and and success.
Students experience balanced and consistent reading instruction in the primary years.
Students will include a greater range of vocabulary and precise words in their writing.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

Increase student achievement in reading in Foundation to Year 2.

Challenge of practice

R-3 teachers to use consistent and shared strategies for the teaching of phonics as part of an explicit
reading program, student reading achievement will increase.

Actions

Timeline

Conduct audit of current
approaches to phonics and
spelling R-3.

February
2019

Develop a scope and sequence in
phonics R-4 and develop starting
points about what to teach and
when.

March
-April 2019

Identify suitable assessment tools March to support phonics and phonemic May 2019
awareness instruction.

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Principal + Literacy Improvement Coach Beck to
conduct audit
Principal to set aside time in staff meeting to meet
with R-3 teachers about expectation of consistent
approach to systematic synthetic phonics

Beck plan a meeting for R-2 teachers to do this
work. Half day release Term 1
Toni to liase with Literacy Guarantee Coach to
provide support
4 x R-3 teachers-participate in the meeting.
Principal to arrange for Department Speech Pathologist to
facilitate training for PASM.
R-1 teachers to meet to preview resources.
R-1 teachers to implement PASM test for 2 students at risk
in Year 1 and all Reception students by the end of Term 1
and end of Term 4.

https://www.speld-sa.org.au/images/Phonics/
reception%20sythetic%20phonics%20scope
%20and%20sequence%20chart.pdf

https://www.speld-sa.org.au/links/free-tips-and-resources-for-phonic
s-teaching.html
PASM test
Update collection of Decodable readers $ 1000
$ 800 allocated for interactive materials and teaching resources
recommended.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

All R-3 teachers to complete Jolly
Phonics training to support a
common and consistent school
approach.

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement in reading in Foundation to Year 2.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

March-April
2019
R-3 teachers to participate in professional
learning (release time provided)

Develop a school agreement about by June
common approaches to teaching
2019
phonemic awareness and phonics

Beck to coordinate and facilitate the meetings.
R-3 teachers to participate in the meetings.
Ongoing work supported by a Literacy Guarantee Coach.
Principal to publish a letter to families of agreed approaches
and strategies taught in consultation with the R-3 teaching
team.

Teachers will collect ongoing data May
on how students are progressing
November
with understanding of phonics.
2019

All Year 1 teachers to complete DfE Phonics
Screening Training.
Beck & Principal to work with R-3 team to record
common approaches and strategies used across all
R-3 classes to share and communicate with families.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources
https://www.speld-sa.org.au/workshops/jolly-phoni
cs-in-school-training-series.html
Participate in Phonics PLC training $ 1000
4 relief teachers to cover teachers participating in
professional learning. $2200

Year 1 Phonics Check
PASM

$5000

R-3 students will experience consistent and explicit instruction in synthetic phonics.
Teachers are integrating phonics lessons as part of an explicit and and balanced reading program.
More Year 1 students will achieve a score of at least 28 words or higher in the annual Phonics Screening
and apply their phonetic knowledge to reading processes.
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name Toni Burford
Date 20/2/19
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name Rebecca Harrison
Date 20/2/19

Approved by education director

Name

Date
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